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Tōrana literally means an ornamental canopy above the entrance .
i
 They  may be to a 

courtyard, a hall, a mantapa, a cellar or to a niche. The concept of the torana is seen as 

early as the beginning of the Christian era.
ii
 Toranaof the Sanchi stupa are well known 

examples. Badami Chalukan city like Aihole and Kalyana Chalukyan city like Kuruvatti 

possess torana at important places of the city of those times. 

Tōrana consists of two vertical posts, supporting a decorated canopy above. This 

architectural model is used as a decorative motif on the walls of the temple.
iii

 

Toranas are also set to precede the kōshta as in the walls. As a decorative motif, the torana 

as consist of two pilasters supporting a canopy bedecked with varieties of architectural and 

decorative motifs. 
iv

 

Right from the beginning of structural temple architecture, one can see the use of this 

architectural motif for decorating the wall. As stated earlier, they are found carved on the 

wall just as tōrana and also as an architectural framework for the niche. The space in 

between the two pilasters of the Torana may be plain, may have a recessed niche or may 

have a relief sculpture or may even have a perforated window. 

In the present study, the Toranas as are classified into different categories depending upon 

the decoration of the superstructure.
v
 

Tōranas may or may not have a niche or a recession in the centre. If it does not contain a 

niche, the central portion of the t will be in conformity with the level of the wall. The wall 

of the is plain in most of the cases and occasionally a relief of a sculpture may be found 

there. If it has a recession it may be in the form of a deep or a shallow niche. The niche 

may contain a sculpture or a perforated window (jālavātāyana). If a niche contains a 

sculpture of a divinity, mythological figure or a sculpture of a saint, it is referred to as 

‘dēvakoshta’. Generally the toranas consist of two split pilasters supporting a canopy. 

Pilasters are often closely spaced. However, occasionally, they are spaced quite apart also. 

Split pilasters contain all the decorative details that a regular pilaster of the wall contains, 

but the details are carved in such a way, that they look as though the pilaster is vertically 

split. Pilasters having only plain shaft without upper decorative members are also noticed. 

However, no mention of the split pilaster is found in the Texts. 

A note regarding the decoration of the pilasters of the Toranas is not out of place here
vi

. It 

has been observed in the course of the field study that there are two distinctly different 

traditions in the carving of the pilasters of the Toranas, They can be called as the Kannada 

and Tamil traditions / idioms. The temples of Karnataka, right from the Badami Chalukyan 

times, contain koshtas with pilasters. These pilasters are carved in full, from bottom to top. 

Tradition of carving of full pilasters for the koshtas was continued in Karnataka by the 

Rastrakutas, Kalyana Chalukyas and the Hoysalas. 

As against this tradition of carving of full pilasters for the k , the Pallava and Chola 

sculptors carved split pilasters for the Toranas . Therefore, two distinct traditions in the 

mode of carving were in use. The region of our study being buffer regions between these 
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two powers, all the temples built here possess only split pilasters for the k as the influence 

of Tamil tradition was dominant in this region right from the beginning. 

The Toranas as generally contain the decoration of kapōta with nāsis
vii

, floral patterns, 

puspa potikas , muktāgraāsas, etc., and all these present an attractive elevation to the t 

Above the kapōta, sometimes, a vājana is also carved distinctly. They are sometimes 

decorated with vyālamāla and makaramukhas also. 

Carving of different types of canopies to the Toranas , it appears, was a matter of 

convenience . If the area between the pilasters is wide enough to accommodate a broad sāla 

canopy, such a design was chosen. If the area was narrow, kuta or panjara canopies were 

chosen for decoration. 

The pilasters support a canopy. The architrave of the canopy is carved sometimes like a 

Potika or like the prati moulding  or like the kapōta
viii

 . Above the kapōta, the decoration 

may be architectural or faunal and/or floral. Depending upon the type of decoration, 

tōranas are differently named as makara torana as  or nāsitorana   or as Kapota Torana  or  

asKuta torana. 

MAKARA - Makara consists of a popular motif having two makaras carved facing each 

other with wide-open mouths. The floriated or decorated tongues that comes out from the 

mouth of these two makaras are joined in the form of an arch.
ix

 The entire theme is 

normally carved with rich decorative designs. Variants of the makara t as are also available 

in good numbers. They may be classified into different types based on the orientation of 

the makara heads. Makaras are placed at the bottom facing opposite directions. Sometimes, 

the makaras face opposite directions at the top of the arch, and their projecting tongues 

bend forward and form the arch . Makaras facing each other are also found . Many times, 

kīrti mukhas are carved as the crest for the arch . The central part – gādha of the arch may 

contain a divine motif , secular motif, a gandharvamukha , a rosette or a stūpi , etc. An 

erotic sculpture is also found carved in a temple of 7 th century at Badami.  

 Torana a is always placed on an architrave having a string course or a prati moulding. 

Rarely, the makaratorana  has a drip-stone below . In a few cases, kīrtimukha is carved 

with makara heads flanking it . This type of a decoration appears in a Chola temple of 12th 

century in the region of our study. This motif reminds us of the Kalyana Chalukya 

decorative motif having creeper scrolls or volutes rising in a conical fashion supporting a 

kīrtimukha crest at the apex. This canopy has an additional feature in the form of two 

armed soldiers jumping out of the makara mouths.  

A simplified form of the makara toranas is found in the temples of the medieval times in 

the region of our study. In this example, the upper portion of the canopy contains a 

decorative motif in the form of a stringed bow with its two ends curled outward like 

volutes 31. A kīrtimukha or a shovel head is carved as a cresting for this arch. The central 

portion of the arch may contain a decorative motif in the form of a seated lion or a rosette 

or a pendant and such other designs. 

SHĀLA  TORANA  A torana  crowned by sāla canopies are found in plenty. Above the 

kapōta of the torana , a neatly cut sāla pavilion model is carved with almost all the details  . 

Above the kapōta is the entablature with vājana and the prati and above the prati a neatly 

carved āla is found . Thus the decoration of the becomes ornate and its height also 

increases. By the end of 12th century, these āla canopies become even more decorative. 

Kapōta has elongated lotus petals with beaded string festoons which make it look very 
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attractive.The nāsis become circular; They are surrounded by creeper designs. The neck of 

the kīrtimukha becomes longer. The nāsi at the centre of the wagon-vault portion becomes 

prominent leaving a deep recession for the g cavity. In the g cavity, a well carved miniature 

shrine motif is noticed . 

Sometimes, a lion motif is also carved within this shrine motif  . By this time, instead of 

the horse-shoe shape, the arch on either side of the g gets doubled. Deeply cut grīva with 

pilasters, a barrel-vaulted roof with a row of kala as on its ridge, gable-ends and cow-horn 

cresting at the two ends are also carved. Sometimes, the early āla canopies possess only the 

gable ends with kī ti kha crestings and nāsis in the front  Below the nāsi also, sometimes, a 

seated figure, mostly of a divinity, is carved. 

The roofs of the āla with criss-cross (karkari) designs are also found . The mahānāsis at the 

centre of the āla becomes prominent with a deep recession or cavity. In the , a deity is 

carved. All the modes of decoration were obviously left to the imagination of the artist who 

carved them. In some places a squatting lion is also found carved within the cavity. 

KUTA A - This type of a canopy for the t occurs rarely in the temples of the area of our 

study40. In this type, other than the kapōta, a miniature vēdi  is carved. Above the vēdi, 

separated by a grīva, a kūta- type of cupola is carved. A stūpi above is also found. 

Different types of t s are provided for the niches where the images of deities are placed and 

also for niches where the perforated windows are fixed. The niches were meant for keeping 

the images of deities as specified in the Texts41, but many of the niches carved on the 

temple walls hardly have any indication to suggest that they once housed an image, 

because some of them are very shallow to accommodate an image of a deity there. Some of 

them, though are deep enough to hold an image, are empty now. There are also a few 

niches which have the images of deities carved in situ in relief. The niches, according to 

kāmikāgama, should have a vēdi at the bottom. There are a few instances of a moulded 

vēdi carved for the niches in majority of the cases no such vēdi is seen. The prati moulding 

of the plinth itself serves as the floor of the niche. After 11th century A.D., there is a 

general trend to carve the niche up to the mahāpa i carved below the upper gal a of the . 

Examples to this are found at Kolaramma temple at Kolar, Someshwara temple at 

Kurudumale,Anjaneya swamy temple at Anekal. 

As said earlier, these are also carved for the perforated windows.Perforated windows are 

placed inside the openings made for that purpose in the wall at the time of construction 

itself. Such openings are also provided with suitable decorative motifs. Whenever a 

decorative t is cut on the surface of the wall, the latticed windows placed inside the 

openings of the wall will not contain any architectural framework on them. Only a simple 

decorative frame is carved and suitable perforations are made in the slab. If the decorative 

carving of a t is not made on the wall surface, in such cases, the window slab itself may 

possess the architectural decorations of a torana.  

NĀSI - Nāsi is a t where a prominent nāsi (arch) like motif is carved surmounted by a 

kīrthimukha. The nāsi may be of different forms. Sometimes, they resemble an arch of a 

semicircle or a rainbow or their variants. The two lower ends of the semicircle often turn 

outside into volutes. The or the central part of the arch may contain reliefs of various 

subject matter as noticed in m Of the motifs carved in the , the gandharvamukha motif 

dominates in number.  

NICHE - a is an architectural decoration sometimes functional and sometimes decorative. a 

means a niche, recessed portion in the wall surface. To make the wall surface elegant and 
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to avoid monotony of the wall surface, koshtas are provided at regular intervals or at 

suitable places in the wall. The Texts mention a scheme for installing deities in the niches 

facing different directions. According to Texts, in Shiva temple, the southern and the 

northern walls of the g should enshrine Dakshinamurthy and Brahma respectively. The 

back wall should enshrine Lingodbhavamurthy or Vishnu. The south wall of the vestibule 

should enshrine the image of Ganesha  and the northern wall, Durga or Mahishamardini. 

These rules apply only to the central part of the wall of the g and anta āl a. If there are extra 

k in these parts and also koshta on the garbhagruha wall, images of deities can be installed 

according to the taste and belief of the builder. 

As the temple walls are notably thick, the depths of the are also suitably designed. 

Sometimes, the k are made for placing the jālavātāyana also. In such cases, a window slab 

is cut and fixed into the niche in the wall. If no windows are placed, then a sculpture of a 

divinity is placed or sometimes it is even left empty. A k may or may not have an 

architectural frontage, or a sculpture inside. Depending upon the necessity, a sculpture is 

placed in a k are carved in the wall surface slightly above the prati moulding of the a . In 

the later examples, the k extend up to the mahāpat i of the a cutting through the prati and 

urdhvagal a. are  

KOSTHAS are generally placed leaving some space above the ground level. This was the 

procedure followed in the early period. By about 12th century A.D., the k get extended at 

the bottom beyond the ground level inside. 

KOSHTAS: which are non-functional, are also found on the wall of the temple. These 

koshtas possess very shallow niches in them. These niches neither can hold an image nor 

do they contain relief of an image on their wall surface. 

 

Makara Torana-dravidian temple 
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Makara Torana-Hoysala style 
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